Trane xv80 wiring diagram
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Tools Show Printable Version. The installer also installed a Honeywell visionpro thermostat.
While installing the thermostat, the installer mentioned that my existing wiring does not have
enough wires for the thermostat to control the two stage variable speed furnace and so he
configured the furnace to start at low speed first stage for first 10 minutes and change to full
speed or second stage after that. Is that an OK setup for this furmace or am I losing any
efficiency with this setup? I took the higher priced quote to get XV80 so it wofurnaces shame to
not get the best use out of it. I noticed that the wiring I have has 5 wires. I read in another thread
in this forum that the C wire can be used for W2 and have the thermostat run on batteries.
Should I try that approeach or should I have the installer change the current thermostat to a
wireless one which has a receiver near the furnace to work around the lack of wires? He
mentioned that those thermostats cost lot of money but I am willing to pay the price difference
between the thermostats. Should the installer have checked the existing wiring before
recommending the XV80 system to me? Can you please give me your expert opinions. I'd leave
it like it is - assuming the furnace is properly sized. Was a load calc done? Originally Posted by
bobboan. How did they know the old one wasn't over-sized? The vast majority of them are.
Being more efficient means that less heat is wasted up the chimney and goes into the house
instead. That means that the new one may actually be putting more btus into the house and be
more over-sized than the previous one. I loathe timers. You only need 5 wires, you don't need a
common on the Vision Pros. Have him use the common wire as W2 and skip the damn timer.
You'll get far more comfort if the thermostat controls staging, then you will from the timer.
Contractor locator map How-to-apply-for-Professional How many times must one fix something
before it is fixed? Originally Posted by beenthere. I prefer to pull a new wire when ever possible.
But the add a wire will work. Please read this Valves, Regulators, Filters, Etc. All times are GMT
The time now is PM. All rights reserved. Materials for all gas furnace heater components are
tested again and again for long-lasting performance and reliability. Every Trane furnace is
packed with high-quality components. Each helps ensure that time after time, your unit will
provide total comfort your family can rely on. The XV80 gas furnace heater includes:. Protect
your XV80 with one of our top of the line warranties. Price ranges shall apply to basic
installation to include standard materials and service, which may vary by the type of system or
unit selected. All price ranges are subject to adjustment based on the unique characteristics of
the home. Price ranges do not include any taxes, now or hereafter enacted. Basic installation
varies slightly based on the type of system, unit or accessory purchased. Longer warranty
terms are available. You can close and confirm your location on the form or view all dealers in
your area. Find a Local Dealer. Call to speak with a dealer. Price ranges shall apply to basic
installation. All price ranges are subject to adjustment based on the unique characteristics and
location i. See more details. No Information. Pricing and specialist vary by location Valid zip
code not detected. Please enter a valid zip code. Thermostat A thermostat is a device that
automatically regulates temperature, or that activates a device when the temperature reaches a
certain point. A thermostat can either be standard or Wi-Fi connected, either of which is
dependent on your individual needs. Whip Whips are wires in a weather proof casing for
outdoor use. They are used to connect the volt power to your outdoor unit, in some locations a
licensed electrician is required. Electrical Disconnect This service switch permits a service
technician to work safely on equipment by turning off electrical power to the unit. The switch is
typically on a building wall near the outdoor unit. Flush existing refrigerant line set or install
new line set Insulated copper piping which carries the refrigerant produces cooling effect from
the outdoor unit to indoor unit. The insulation protects any condensation from leaking into your
home. Clean up after installation. Removal and disposal of old system. Install new system by
local code. Reconnect to existing ductwork Connect to existing ductwork conduits or passages
used in heating, ventilation and air conditioning to deliver and remove air. Standard 1 one year
Labor Warranty. Units with multiple heating stages have more precise temperature control and
operate more efficiently than single stage units. Price may vary in your area. Overview -.
Comfortable, even heating Variable-speed fan motor adjusts speed to provide a consistent flow
of warm, comfortable air. Durable construction Materials for all gas furnace heater components
are tested again and again for long-lasting performance and reliability. Product Brochure.
Specifications -. I understand these calls may be generated using automated technology and my
consent does not imply or require that a purchase be made. Still have questions? Change
Service Location. Update Zip Code. See all dealers. See More. Tell us what you think Please take
a short survey about your experience on Trane. Start Survey. Not In Service Area. Find dealers
in your area. Heating Stages Units with multiple heating stages have more precise temperature
control and operate more efficiently than single stage units. Forgot your Password? We
welcome your comments and suggestions. All information is provided "AS IS. All rights

reserved. You may freely link to this site, and use it for non-commercial use subject to our
terms of use. View our Privacy Policy here. Toggle navigation subscribe. Log in. Remember Me?
By logging into your account, you agree to our Terms of Use and Privacy Policy , and to the use
of cookies as described therein. Login with Facebook Log in. Forgot Password? New Posts.
Today's Posts. Community Member List. Forum Actions Mark Forums Read. Quick Links View
Forum Leaders. Trane XV80 - what do connection terminals mean? Thread Tools. I recently had
a Trane XV80 2 stage variable speed gas furnace installed Just my nature The control board in
the furnaces has the following terminals and I've been unable to find documentation that
explains the meaning of each. I think I've figured out the following: Y - compressor but is it 1st
or 2nd stage? View Public Profile. Find all posts by x32u7bcs. Ok, What kit is used? You have
two stage t-stat? Comfort-R must be turned on if you want the better humidity control. Find all
posts by Jay11J. Thanks Jay for the info. Most wire connections make sense except the black
white is connected to the emergency heat terminal a brown wire connected to the compressor 2
terminal and an orange to the changeover value terminal. Now in between the thermostat and
the furnance is the Trane fossil fuel kit. Overall I am very pleased with the system but am
curious as to if one change could be made in the configuration. Sequence of events as it
happens today: Heat pump operates until temp outside drops below 30, then it changes over to
the gas furnance. When thermostat calls for heat, gas furnance runs in stage 1 for 10 minutes
then bumps to stage 2. Stage 2 ends up being a bit of overkill and blast you with heat. If it would
just run a bit longer in stage 1 it would satisfy the heat requirement. I know why it is doing this
My question is couldn't it be configured where when the temp drops below 30 and it cuts over to
the gas furnace, stage 1 request from the thermostat triggers stage 1 of furnance and stage 2 of
thermostat request would trigger stage 2 of furnance, rather than having it automatically happen
after 10 minutes? Should I? I mentioned it to the installer who came back a few days after
installation to tweak it and he said there isn't much difference and it hard to detect. Does that
make sense? Last edited by mattison; at AM. What is the kit name and model? Unlesss Y2 from
T-stat is going to the kit? What is wired up on the t-stat? You got 4 stages of heat. New
American Standard 2-stage goes hi-lo-off, hi-lo-off. American Standard Two stage heating
poroblem. Looking for the sequence of operation for a two stage heating system Freedom Trane
XL16I 2 stage heat pump - how to verify it is in stage 2. I have a Trane XL16I 2 stage heat pump
and have suspected the outdoor unit has n Insight for eliminating snow from long drveway from
big snows! Oil Light. Any Tips for Identifying Circuits and their breakers? Add on to Vista 20P or
a whole new system? Load balancing a main panel? Aprilaire A installation. How do i insulate
my PEX in my attic? Frameless shower door loose at top. Gas and Oil Home Heating Furnaces.
Gas furnace intermittent ignition. I'm working on a Tappan nat gas furnace with an intermittent
ignition problem. Half the time the thing ignites and runs fine, other times the thing just sits
there sparking, but the gas valve doesn't appear or sound like it's opening to light the pilot. The
ignitor always starts sparking, so I've ruled out the thermostat. I don't know the model, but
there's actually a bundled cable of maybe 5 wires going from the gas valve to the ignition
module. I sat down there and watched it sparking. Shut the unit off, then restarted and it did the
same thing. I did this about 5 times and was about to give up when I shut down and started it
again, and it started sparking, and then I heard the definite click of the valve open and the pilot
trailer breakaway switch wiring
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lit immediately. Sticky valve or ignition module? I'm guessing it's an expensive valve with all
the stuff on it. Jeffconnell on Apr 24, We hired a contractor to build a house for us approx 6
years ago. This year I decided to finish the basement and had previously wondered about an
insulated air duct which brings fresh air from outside into our furnace room. Our furnace is an
oil fired hot water boiler unit. About a month ago a friend of mine suggested that this fresh air
duct was not necessary and only served to leak cold air into our heated basement and should
be removed. I've been cautious and left it in place but now I wonder if it's better to either remove
it or even tie it off in case there is an air supply problem down the road. There must be a fresh
air return already built into the furnace venting system. Does anyone know if there is any
danger in removing this air duct? Ask a Question. Question Title:. Your question will be posted
in:. Almost There! New User? Back to question.

